
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

WESTERN DISTRICT OF MISSOURI

CENTRAL DIVISION

DAVID HAILE,

Plaintiff,

Case No. 08-4295 SOW

DEBT SHIELD, INC., ET AL.

Defendants.

PLAINTIFF'S SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT AND

RE IJEST FOR CLASS ACTION

COMES NOW Plaintiff by and through his attorneys and for his cause of action in

Count I states:

1. Dav i d Haile is a Missouri resident and a resident of Morgan County,

Missouri.

2. Deb t Shield, Inc. is a Maryland corporation that is not registered to do

business in the State of Missouri.

3. Defe ndant NoteWorld, LLC is a foreign limited liability company with its

headquarters in Tacoma, Washington.

4. V en u e is proper in this court as Plaintiff was first injured outside the State

of Missouri and all Defendants reside out of state.
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CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS

5. Thi s action is instituted by Plaintiff on behalf of himself and on behalf of

all other persons similarly situated to plaintiff, to wit: All persons who used Debt Shield

and had trust accounts administered by NoteWorld which were deposited with Bank of

America. Plaintiff is requesting this action be certified as a national class action

regarding the lost interest on plaintiff's money that was not credited to their trust

accounts as Debt Shield and NoteWorld advertised in all 50 states via the internet and

other forms of electronic communication and NoteWorld used electronic funds transfers

to transfer money to and from Plaintiff's accounts and upon information and belief did

the same with the bank accounts of other class members. Plaintiff also seeks a class

which includes all persons in Missouri who were subjected to violations of Chapter 407

R.S.Mo. and the deceptive acts and practices committed by defendants as set forth in this

petition.

6. Pla i n t iff upon information and belief believes the class could include up to

5000 or more possible claimants and is so numerous that joinder of all members of the

class would be impracticable.

7. The c laims for relief asserted herein on behalf of plaintiff and class present

questions of law and fact common to the class.

8. The c laims of Plaintiff are typical of the class in that he contacted Debt

Shield based upon its advertisements, met the qualifications of Debt Shield and had a

trust account administered by NoteWorld which funds were deposited with the Bank of

America.
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9. The Plaintiff as representative will fairly and adequately protect the

interests of the class.

10. T h e prosecution of separate actions by individual members of the class

would create the risk of inconsistent or varying adjudication with respect to individual

members of the class and adjudications with respect to individual members of the class

would as a practical matter be dispositive of the interests of members not parties to the

adjudications or substantially impair or impede their ability to protect their interests.

11. F u r ther the actions of Defendants are generally applicable to the class as a

whole, making appropriate final injunctive relief or corresponding declaratory relief

against Defendants on behalf of Plaintiff and the class as a whole.

FACTS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS

12. P l a intiff contacted Debt Shield in June of 2006, though its website, to help

him with his outstanding personal debts after his divorce.

13. D e fendant Debt Shield by and through its agents and employees told

Plaintiff that he could help cut his debt by more than half if he would comply with their

debt settlement plans.

14. D ebt Shield further implied that it could protect Plaintiff's credit record by

helping him avoid bankruptcy proceedings that would harm his credit rating.

15. D ebt Shield's debt settlement plans involved Plaintiff paying to Debt Shield

the sum of $35,000.00 and then not making any payments on his bills for a minimum

period of six months.
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16. D ebt Shield instructed Plaintiff to not pay his debts and indicated that if he

made payments this would hamper Debt Shield's ability to negotiate settlements with his

creditors as the creditors would be more willing to resolve the debts for something less if

they had not been paid during the six-month period of time.

17. D ebt Shield also informed Plaintiff that the $35,000.00 that he paid to them

would be placed in a "trust account" to be deposited with Bank of America and said

"trust account" would be administered by a neutral third party NoteWorld, LLC.

18. D ebt Shield indicated that in this manner Plaintiff would be protected

because Debt Shield would have no control over the monies but would only receive

payments that Plaintiff had authorized because NoteWorld would be acting as his trustee

over the funds.

19. D ebt Shield failed to inform Plaintiff of the severe damage to his credit

score that would occur by failing to pay his debts for a minimum of six months which

damage to his credit score upon information and belief was as significant as a

bankruptcy.

20. De bt Shield further assured Plaintiff that during this period of time they

would be able to prevent any lawsuits or debt collection activities by Plaintiff's creditors

through their affiliation with the United Consumer Advocacy Network "UNCAN."

21. De bt Shield and Note World failed to inform Plaintiff that no interest would

be generated on the monies administered by NoteWorld on Plaintiff's behalf but upon

information and belief, that NoteWorld pooled the monies of Plaintiff and the Class and

kept the interest income generated off this pooled trust account for itself.
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22. No t eWorld maintained a single account with Bank of America, which

contained the pooled funds of Plaintiff and the class. Defendant NoteWorld disclosed

only that is would charge a transaction free for administering and acting as trustee for the

account. In reality, NoteWorld received both a transaction fee and used the funds of

Plaintiff and the class to generate additional income for itself.

23. No t eWorld held Plaintiff's funds and the funds of the class for at least six

months without interest being credited to Plaintiff's and any class member's account.

COUNT I

VIOLATIONS OF THE MISSOURI MERCHANDISING PRACTICES ACT

24. P l a intiff incorporates by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1

through 24 as if set forth more fully herein.

25. A t a l l t imes mentioned herein Plaintiff and the class were consumers as that

term is defined in ) 407.010 R.S.Mo.

26. P l a intiff and the class sought the services of Defendant Debt Shield for

personal purposes and as a result suffered an ascertainable loss of money and/or property

as a result of the use and employment by Debt Shield of the methods, acts and practices

declared unlawful by $ 407.020 R.S.Mo.

27. C o n trary to the statements made by Debt Shield, neither Debt Shield nor

UCAN prevented a collection action being filed against Plaintiff by Citibank (South

Dakota) NA in February of 2007.
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28. De bt Shield LLC failed to negotiate, contact or deal with Citibank in

regards to Plaintiff's outstanding debt with that creditor and as a result left Plaintiff to

fend for himself in a lawsuit with Citibank and ultimately to resolve it his detriment.

29. A ft er the Citibank lawsuit was filed Plaintiff asked for the return of the

money left in his trust account plus all the accumulated interest or an accounting of the

interest. Plaintiff was told by Debt Shield that no interest was generated or had accrued

to the monies in his trust account and therefore he would be receiving no interest from the

principal originally held by NoteWorld.

30. De bt Shield further on its website touts its services as an "alternative to

bankruptcy" and persons using Debt Shield avoid the harm bankruptcy does to a person' s

credit score without adequately informing Plaintiff and others similarly situated the

damage that is done the persons credit score through the use of Debt Shield's services is

just as significant.

31. T h e failure of Debt Shield and NoteWorld to adequately inform Plaintiff

and others similarly situated about the "trust account" not generating interest for the

benefit of Plaintiff and the class was a deceptive practice under the provisions of )

407.020 and $ 407.025 R.S.Mo.

32. T h e actions of Debt Shield and NoteWorld LLC further violated the

provisions of ) 407.020 and ( 407.025 R.S.Mo. in that they failed and omitted to make

any disclosures that:

a. interest would not be generated on the amounts deposited in the "trust

accounts" for the benefit of Plaintiff and the class;
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b. failed to give an accurate accounting of the activity on the "trust account"

so Plaintiff and the class would have had notice of the breach by

NoteWorld, LLC of its fiduciary duties to invest the principal of the benefit

of Plaintiff and the class;

c. upon information and belief that Defendant NoteWorld LLC retained the

interest generated by Plaintiff's and the class's monies in the pooled trust

account deposited with Bank of America.

33. T h e actions and conduct of Debt Shield, Inc. and NoteWorld LLC were

willful, wanton, malicious and done with reckless disregard to the rights of Plaintiff and

the class thereby entitling them to an award of punitive damages.

34. P l a intiff and the class are entitled to attorney's fees pursuant to ) 407.025

R.S.Mo.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants in such sum as is

fair and reasonable to compensate him and the class for their loss, punitive damages,

attorney's fees, their costs herein expended, injunctive relief prohibiting Defendants from

continuing these deceptive practices and for such further and different relief as the Court

deems just and proper.

COUNT II

BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTIES

COMES NOW Plaintiff by and through counsel and for his cause of action in

Count II states:
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35. P l a intiff incorporates by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1

through 34 as if set forth more fully herein.

36. P l a intiff allowed NoteWorld LLC to debit his account in the sum of

$35,000.00 which NoteWorld LLC declared would be placed into a "trust account"

deposited with the Bank of America. The class is similarly situated to Plaintiff and upon

information and belief the same or a similar procedure was used to debit the funds of the

class. Defendant NoteWorld LLC had fiduciary obligations to Plaintiff and the class in

regards to the deposited monies placed into the "trust account."

37. T h e funds deposited by Plaintiff and the class were held for six months.

38. P l a intiff and the class were told that these funds would be held a minimum

of six months so that the creditors would become desperate for payment and debts could

be negotiated.

39. De f endant NoteWorld LLC had a fiduciary duty to invest and safeguard the

principal sum of $35,000.00 deposited by Plaintiff and the sums deposited by the class

and to place such sums in an interest bearing account to benefit Plaintiff and the Class.

40. De f endant NoteWorld LLC had a fiduciary duty to inform Plaintiff and the

class through periodic statements of the activity on the "trust accounts" and to inform

Plaintiff and the class NoteWorld would not be investing the money for Plaintiff's or the

class's benefit.

41. De f endant NoteWorld LLC failed in its fiduciary capacities to safeguard

and manage Plaintiff's and the class's money and invest it so that Plaintiff and the class

received the interest generated by the principal deposited with Bank of America.
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42. Up on information and belief the interest generated and paid on the principal

sums deposited by Plaintiff and the class went to enrich Defendant NoteWorld in

violation of its fiduciary duties to Plaintiff and the class.

43. T h e actions of NoteWorld apply equally to all members of the class and

Plaintiff and the monies of Plaintiff and the members of the class deposited with Bank of

America in each and every respect as set forth in this count.

44. T h e actions of NoteWorld LLC were willful, wanton, malicious and done

with evil motive and reckless and conscious disregard to the rights of Plaintiff and the

class.

45. T h e conduct of Debt Shield as alleged in this petition caused and

contributed to cause the damage to Plaintiff and the class.

46. A s a result of Defendants conduct Plaintiff and the class have been

damages.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants Debt Shield and

NoteWorld LLC in such sum as is fair and reasonable to compensate him and the class

for their damages, for an award of punitive damages, for costs herein expended and for

such further and different relief as the Court deems just and proper.

COUNT III

CONVERSION

47. P l a intiff incorporates by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1

through 46 as if set forth more fully herein.

48. De f endant NoteWorld took possession of Plaintiff's $35,000.00.
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49. De f endant NoteWorld LLC put the $35,000.00 to its own use, which was

unauthorized, by using the money to invest or receive the use and benefit of any interest

accrued thereon for NoteWorld LLC and deprived Plaintiff and the class of the interest

generated upon the principal amounts.

50. T h e previously alleged actions of Debt Shield cause or contributed to cause

Plaintiff's and the class's damages.

51. T h e actions of Defendants NoteWorld LLC and Debt Shield were willful,

wanton, malicious, and done with conscious and reckless disregard to the rights of

Plaintiff and the class.

52. T h e actions of defendants converted Plaintiff's and the class's monies to

their own use.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays this Court enter such sum as is fair and reasonable

to compensate Plaintiff and the class for their damages, for costs herein expended, for

punitive damages, and for such further and different relief as the Court deems just and

proper.

COUNT IV

UNJUST ENRICHMENT RESTITUTION AND MONIES HAD AND RECEIVED

COMES NOW Plaintiff by and through counsel and for Count IV states:

53. P l a intiff incorporates by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1

thorough 52 as if set forth more fully herein.

54. De f endant NoteWorld received $35,000.00 from Plaintiff to be held in trust

for him.
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55. De f endant NoteWorld failed to act as trustee and fiduciary of the monies

and used it for its own purposes by investing the money for its own use and not for the

benefit of Plaintiff.

56. T h e actions of NoteWorld and its failure to act as a trustee and fiduciary

applies equally to all members of the class and the monies the members of the class

deposited with Defendant in each and every respect as set forth in this count.

57. T h e previously alleged actions of Debt Shield cause or contributed to cause

Plaintiff's and the class's damages.

58. P l a intiff and the class have been damaged by the acts of Defendants and it

would be inequitable and unjust for Defendants to retain the monies generated by the

investment of Plaintiff's and the class's monies.

59. T h e actions of Defendants were willful, wanton, malicious, and done with

conscious and reckless disregard to the rights of Plaintiff and the class.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for the judgment of this Court that Defendants

return and pay to Plaintiff and the class the monies generated by Defendants

misappropriation of Plaintiff's and the class's money, for punitive damages, costs herein

expended, injunctive relief and for such further and different relief as the Court deems

just and proper.

COUNT V

FRAUD CLAIM

COMES NOW Plaintiff by and through counsel and for Count V states:
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60. P l a intiff incorporates by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1

through 59 as if set forth more fully herein.

61. De f endant Debt Shield through its agents produced and provided a

"Welcome Packet" of written materials which were mailed to Plaintiff and other

members of the putative class. These materials were mailed to Plaintiff and received by

Plaintiff at his home in Morgan County, Missouri a few days prior to June 19, 2006.

These materials, prepared by Debt Shield and bearing its corporate logo and motto "It's a

Great Day At Debt Shield" included:

a. Debt Negotiation agreement; (Attached hereto as Ex. A)

b. Debt Shield's truth in services form; (Attached hereto as Ex B)

c. Debit Authorization form; (Attached hereto as Ex. C).

62. De f endant Debt Shield, in paragraph 7 of the debt negotiation agreement,

Exhibit A, states Plaintiff's funds will be held "in trust with the Bank of America," when

such was not true and Defendant Debt Shield either knew such statement was not true or

did not know whether such statement was true or false when it made the statement or

through the use of reasonable inquiry could have determined whether or not such

statement was true or false but did not do so.

63. I n Exhibit B, the truth in services form, Defendant Debt Shield told

Plaintiff that monies will again be held in trust with the Bank of America in paragraphs 3

and 4. Debt Shield knew that such statement was not true or Debt Shield did not know

whether such statement was true or false or through the use of reasonable inquiry could

have determined whether or not such statement was true or false but did not do so.
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64. I n Exhibit C, the debit authorization agreement, Defendant Debt Shield

represented to Plaintiff that he had a personal trust account with Bank of America in that

it refers to the account as "my Bank of America Trust Account," and "my trust account,"

when Debt Shield knew or should have known that Plaintiff had no individual trust

account with Bank of America, did not know when it made such representation whether

such representation whether such representation was true or false or thought the use of

reasonable inquiry could have determined whether such statement was true or false but

did not do so. Both Defendants NoteWorld and Bank of America have, in sworn

interrogatory answers, affirmatively stated Plaintiff had no trust account with either

entity.

65. In t he welcome packet, Debt Shield also had included a document entitled

FAQ (frequently asked questions). (Attached hereto as Ex. D.) On the Exhibit D it

stated that under the question "What happens to my credit report?" Debt Shield indicated

that it would make settlements that would result in charge-offs being placed on Plaintiff's

credit history. Additionally, in the welcome packet, Debt Shield provided information

about the filing of bankruptcies and in the Exhibit E called "About Bankruptcy" Debt

Shield states that coming out of a bankruptcy "You may be out of debt or under a Chapter

13 bankruptcy, making payments to your creditors for 5 years, but you also have little or

not assets or any ability to obtain credit two necessities in the American economy."

Debt Shield omits and fails to tell Plaintiff that the charge-offs placed on his credit

history can be just as damaging to him as a bankruptcy and also deny him the ability to
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get credit by showing that the debts were charged off of the account at less than full

payment.

66. I n Exhibit C, the debt authorization form, Defendant NoteWorld is

expressly given permission to administer Plaintiff's individual Bank of America trust

account. Plaintiff upon information and belief believes that Defendant NoteWorld

expressly authorized this language used in Defendant Debt Shield's Exhibit C. That

Defendant Debt Shield was acting as the agent of Defendant NoteWorld in transmitting

the debt authorization to Plaintiff. That Defendant NoteWorld is bound by the actions

and language created by its agent Debt Shield in forwarding the debt authorization,

Exhibit C, to Plaintiff in the "Welcome Packet" and then receiving said debt

authorization and forwarding it on to Defendant NoteWorld to allow Defendant

NoteWorld to access Plaintiff's personal bank account in Versailles, Missouri to

withdraw funds to place into the individual trust account with Bank of America

represented to Plaintiff.

67. T h e misrepresentations made by Defendant Debt Shield were intentional,

reckless and negligent.

68. No t eWorld admits that it approved the use of Exhibit C and its language

and thereby is bound by the actions of its agent Debt Shield regarding the

misrepresentations made in Exhibit C given to Plaintiff and the class.

69. S o metime between July 15, 2006 and July 19, 2006, Plaintiff received a

phone call from an individual indicating that he was a representative of Defendant

NoteWorld. The individual called Plaintiff and told him that NoteWorld would be
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withdrawing the money from his account and to make sure the total amount of monies

NoteWorld was withdrawing would be in the account. This representative of NoteWorld

indicated to Plaintiff that NoteWorld would be taking the money from Plaintiff's account

and putting it into "Plaintiff's personal trust account." This individual further said

NoteWorld would be looking over his personal trust account and that it "would be

managed for his benefit." Subsequently on July 19, 2006 NoteWorld withdrew

$35,000.00 from Plaintiff's bank account in Versailles, Missouri. Plaintiff does not recall

the name of the NoteWorld representative but believes that the phone records of

NoteWorld would disclose the individual who called his telephone number in Morgan

County, Missouri to confirm the withdrawal. The statements made by the representative

of NoteWorld that the monies would be put into a personal trust account for Plaintiff and

that it would be managed for his benefit were false or when the statements were made the

representative of NoteWorld, the representative did not know whether such statements

were true or false.

70. T h e representations made by Defendants Debt Shield, NoteWorld and their

representatives and agents that the monies deposited by Plaintiff and the class would be

held in individual or personal account with Bank of America were false or when made

the Defendants and their agents and employees did not know whether such statements

were true or false and made such statements intending that Plaintiff and the class would

rely on them as representations and continuing with the debt settlement services offered

by Defendant Debt Shield and the services of administrating the trust fund done by

Defendant Note World.
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71. De f endant's made these statements intending Plaintiff and the class should

rely upon them Plaintiff and the class reasonably relied upon these representations.

72. A s a result of the Defendants' representations Plaintiff and the class have

been damaged. Such damage includes the lost interest off of the monies that were not

administered in such a way as to benefit Plaintiff and the class by generating interest

during the time they were held in NoteWorld's bank account and damage to their credit

histories.

73. T h e actions of both Defendants in making the misrepresentations as

previously alleged were willful, wanton, malicious, done with evil motive or reckless and

conscious disregard to the rights of Plaintiff and the class subjecting Defendants to

payment of an award of punitive damages for their conduct.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants in such sum as is

fair and reasonable to compensate him and the class for their injuries, for punitive

damages in the sum of $500,000.00 or five times actual damages whichever is greater, for

his costs herein expended and for such further and different relief as the Court deems just

and proper.

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED.

Respectfully submitted,

KEMPTON & RUSSELL LLC

By /s/ Robert W. Russell
ROBERT W. RUSSELL MO 0 38116

114 E 5 STREET

PO BOX 815
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SEDALIA MO 65301

660-827-0314; 660-827-1200 — FAX

rob kern tonrussell.com

COOK, VETTER, DOERHOFF & LANDWHER

By /s/ Matthew A. Clement

MATTHEW A. CLEMENT ¹ 43833

COOK, VETTER, DOERHOFF & LANDWEHR

231 MADISON

JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 65101

TELEPHONE: (573) 635-7977

FACSIMILE: (573) 635-7414

ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the above and

foregoing was served via this Court's electronic filing system on the 15 day of April,

2009, upon Robert J. Tomaso, Jill Wieber Lens, 720 Olive Street, 24' Floor, St. Louis,

MO 63101, attorneys for Defendants Debt Shield, J. Kent Lowry and Matthew D. Turner,

Armstrong Teasdale, 3405 West Truman Blvd., Suite 210, Jefferson City, MO 65109

5713, attorneys for Note World.

/s/ Robert W. Russell
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